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From 16-pitch trad climbs to one-pitch sport routes, here are more than 230 of the best routes in

Yosemite Valley, with detailed topos to topropes, cragging, and multi-pitch climbs in the 5.4 to 5.9

range. You'll find the classic Yosemite challenges plus little-known climbs where you can avoid the

crowds. The authors have personally climbed and carefully documented each route, continuing the

SuperTopo tradition of supreme accurace.
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Really good book for some Uber classic climbs. When I initially found it I thought it looked great, but

after reading the description, I thought it only listed routes to 5.9, and that seemed stupid. But when

I took a virtual look through the book I saw it listed routes into the upper 11s, which will give me

plenty to work on! Good topos, good info, good book.My only concern with a book like this is that it

will tend to concentrate lots of traffic to the listed climbs but hey, what are you gonna do? Classics

are classics because everyone wants to experience them.

useful for the first visit in the valley, good topos, easy approaches, correct ratings . obviously far

from complete: why don't add west face of cap and other V grades thet can go free?. interesting

historical notes by steve roper on every route.

The SuperTopo series of books is really well organized and presented. I purchased most of its

books, including Yosemite Valley Free Climbs, Red Rocks Climbing, South Lake Tahoe Climbing,



High Sierra Climbing, Yosemite Big Walls and Tuolumne Free Climbs.As of today I cannot comment

on the accuracy of the topos themselves, as I will be using the books to plan a climbing trip I intend

to take later this year. I won't be going everywhere, but I wanted the books to help me decide which

places were better suited for my tastes and hability and to inspire me. But the information provided

does seem very complete, with lots of attention to detail. There is a supporting web site where they

provide updated information on changes to the routes and where climbers can make comments to

the topos. This is nice.That said, I do have some comments on things that could be improved. First

of all, Yosemite Big Walls is the only book in the list that comes with color photos. It is in its second

edition, and is the last one published. So maybe future editions of the other books will also include

color photos (color photos do inspire me a lot more). One alternative is to order the e-book versions,

all with color. The publisher sells them at its web site, but there is no discount if you want to

purchase both e-book and print. They both cost the same price. Another advantage of the e-book is

the possibility of printing just the routes you will be climbing. This way it is less weight to carry, and

your print copy is preserved.In the future it would be nice to see both versions bundled together. I

tried to contact the author about his thoughts on that but unfortunately never received any

comments back.

A good book if you've only climbed in the Valley a bit, but far from comprehensive. My Yosemite

Select guidebook by Reid has more routes than the Supertopo book. It's not just 1-star routes that

Chris Mac left out of the book, there's a ton of quality routes that are missing. It blows my mind that,

with Reid's book out of print, 90% of Valley routes are now undocumented obscurities.And really, 5

pages for the Royal Arches topo, plus 2 more pages for description? 7 pages for one route!The

Valley needs a comprehensive guidebook!

This is a classic. Great book for climbers. Out of all the books to choose from I think this one is quite

good
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